President’s Letter
It’s La Rentrée again! I don’t know where the summer went.
Welcome back to all of our members, and welcome to the
newcomers.
There are lots of changes this year...
Firstly, we’re still a homeless association as the year begins, the Foyer Rural
is not yet completed, and the Mairie are giving us no clues as to when they
think it will be available again. In the meantime, we have the use of the
Salle des Pins Verts on Tuesday mornings for musical bumps, and we’re still
looking for a solution for Fridays as the EPI is no longer an option.
Changes are in store this year for Kids Club too (our monthly meeting for
school aged children). We have a brand new meeting place in the JOB centre
in Sept Deniers, those of you concerned will be hearing more about it from
the new kids club team...
... and yes, a new year brings a new committee. I would like to say a big
thankyou to the commitee members who have decided to step down, your
contribution has been invaluable and enabled Tots & Co to keep going and
growing! A big welcome to the new committee members too, and to all the
new coordinatiors and helpers who are coming on board to assist with our
weekly and monthly meets.
In other news, it’s almost time for our AGM, our biggest night out of the
year, 50% subsidised by tots funds! The date is fixed for October and you’ll
be receiving an email with further details soon. In order to be eligible to
participate in the AGM, we need to receive your subscription by Friday 19
September 2014.
I apologise for bring it up so early in the year, but the TWIG Christmas
fair will be held on Saturday Nov 22nd, and we’ll be having our usual
previously loved toy stand. This is our biggest fundraising event of the year,
as proceeds are split between TWIG’s nominated charities, and ourselves,
and this is what allows us to keep our subscription fee so low. We need your
help – and your toys. For the next three months we’ll be collecting baby
equipment, toys and childrens books, and we need volunteers for collecting,
storing, testing and cleaning them.
Finally... did I mention what a great newsletter this is? Find out for
yourselves...
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goodbye, welcome &

thank you
y
Beck

At the end of August this year, some of
our long standing committee members
decided that it was the right time
for them to step down from t h e
Tots & Co committee: Becky Mi
rjan
Coles (Secretary), Tracy
Moxey (Treasurer), Mirjan
van der Wielen (New Members
Coordinator), Sue Schneider and Emily
Solans (joint Kids Club Coordinators); Adele
Claux (Nights Out Coordinator), and Annie
Larsson (Leguevin Local Leader) have
been vital to the continued success of Tots &
Co and we want to say a HUGE thank
Tracy
you for all the free time, energy and
committment they have given to
Tots & Co over a number of years.
However, we are so pleased that
some of them will remain with Tots
& Co through other roles: Tracy has
joined Gemma White as the new joint
Kids Club
Coordinators, Mirjan as the Nights Out
Coordinator, and Becky will remain as the joint leader
of the Toulouse Centre local group.
A number of new members joined the committee from
September (positions will be confirmed at the AGM in
October). Catherine Savage took over as Secretary,
with Celia Green as Vice Secretary; Carol AlexanderReid commenced as Treasurer, with LJ Desmeulles
as Vice Treasurer; Kirsty Bignell and Jacqui Glanville
became joint New Member Coordinators; Sharon
Flood joined as Birthdays Coordinator, and Marta Tot
Kra jacevic as Leguevin Local Gorup Leader.
Finally, as well as saying farewell to some and welcome
to others, we would also like to say a big TOTS thank
you to all the committe members who have decided
to continue this year... We know how hard you work
behind the scenes to keep Tots & Co running smoothly
and this is hugely appreciated. More information on all
the committee members can be found on the Tots & co
website, or come along to the AGM and meet them in
person!
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With schools back, and halloween (and Christmas) around the corner,
summer seems like a long time ago now... but what a fun summer it
was. The Tots & Co summer meets were a great success and we thank
everyone who organised, hosted and attended an event. Here’s a photo
recap of some of the fun that was had.
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Although summer is over
for this year, we have some
exciting events coming up
for the autumn and winter...
the hallowe’en party, the
christmas party and nativity,
and of course, the usual
monthly calendar of events.

plage

MOLL Y
Cushions

& play

swimming & sun
bathing!
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We will also have a stall selling
all sorts of chidlren’s goodies
at the TWIG christmas fair
in Cugnaux, and of course,
we will be preparing for our
Spring Fair extravaganza!
We are always keen for
volunteers so if you would
like to become more involved
with coordinating or helping
out with tots events over the
coming year, please don’t
hesitate to speak to a member
of the tots & co committee.
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www.totsandco.org
We have so many new members this year that we thought it would
be a good time to remind everyone of all the regular sessions that
Tots & Co offer throughout the year (excluding school holidays).
Vicky, one of our vice-presidents prepares the monthly calendars
ad schedules that are sent to all members and posted on the Tots
& Co facebook page too.
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pregnancy
& new mums

by Claire Hodges

by LJ Desmeulles

Having a baby in a foreign country can be
a daunting experience especially if you
have limited French, not an expert in French
bureaucracy (still to meet a French person
that is), need to find a gynecologist or an
English speaking midwife....the list appeared
endless and about 7 years ago the pregnancy
group was formed. Today it is run by Charlotte
Gibson, a mum of four, including three year
old twins, and LJ, a mum to three boys, with
the youngest turning 1 this month. Charlotte
and LJ aim to support women through this
magical time of bump to baby by providing
not only support but friendship with other
mums in similar situations. The group will now
meet every two weeks, alternating between
Charlotte and LJ’s homes and hopefully this
new arrangement will give people more
opportunity to meet up and chat in an informal
environment. New mums can also attend the
group until their little one is 6 months old.
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Come to Musical Bumps every Tuesday in
the Salle des Pins Verts, Léguevin. We start
at 10am with around 40 minutes of songs
and nursery rhymes, mostly in English but
with the occasional French gem thrown in.
No doubt most of the songs will be familiar
to you from your own childhood, but, with
AUTUMN 2014 I PAGE 6

Tiddlers is a group for those children that
can't walk steadily yet (so approx. new born
to 15months). Whilst the Toddlers group is
for children that can walk up to school age
(about 3 years of age). Both groups meet
separately & occasionally all together on
Thursday mornings at a volunteer's house for
a cuppa, chat & to let the children play.
If you would like to join the Tiddlers/Toddlers
email list then please contact
chodges.tots@gmail.com.

lots of repetition and simple actions to
keep the little ones engaged, you’ll learn
any new ones very quickly. There are half
a dozen different leaders so plenty of
variety from week to week. The kids love the
percussion instruments and playing under
the parachute and it is very rewarding when
your toddler starts to join in with “Roly Poly”
or “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”. A great way
to introduce your pre-school child to music from tiny babies up!

kids

club

Recently a few people have asked, "What is
Kids Club?" Good question, kids club is an
opportunity for Anglophone children and their
parents to meet once a month on a Saturday
morning and have fun while learning in an
educational environment. It is also a branch
of Tots and Co, for children of school age.
Kids club is split into two age groups, 3-5 year
olds or maternelle children, and primary aged
children. Popularity is growing, and there is
talk of creating a third group, as our college
aged children want to continue meeting their
friends on a regular basis. Watch this space
for more information or if interested please
contact our kids club coordinators, Gemma
and Tracy.
Marie Lebeau, who takes the junior group is
a UK qualified primary school teacher with
over 15yrs experience, she tries to cover a
wide range of subjects within her Kids Club
sessions (literacy, geography, music, history,
art, design and technology, etc.) For each
session, she plans differentiated tasks to meet
the needs of the wide age range of children
within group. She takes alot of time and
pride planning and organising each Kids Club
session, ensuring that all the children have the
opportunity to be inspired and to learn in her
sessions through creative and cross curricular
linked lessons.
LJ is also a UK qualified teacher with 16 years
of experience teaching in a wide range of
primary schools. Like Marie, she enjoys her
kids club session and for the mini group her aim
is to make the session fun within a stimulating
environment. Throughout the year LJ aims to
cover a range of subjects aimed at maternelle
children. This year there will be geography
with pirates and princesses, history through
toys, go into space with rockets and robots
and of course the year wouldn't be complete
without some glitter and sparkle.
So what do the parents do while your little
ones are learning, you get to chat to other
parents, have a cuppa and a biscuit! Have we
enticed you yet? We hope so....

y
coffee
& CHAT

frida

by Vikki Bordes-C

arter

The Friday meet is open to children of all ages
and is a chance to meet with other parents
whilst the children play or do crafts.In fact, you
can even come along without your children!
Once a month we celebrate birthdays and
host the "Little Readers" library. We are
currently trying to secure a permanent hall for
Friday's and once we have something we will
be ready to tell you more about the exciting
activities and crafts that we have planned for
you and your little ones! In the meantime, we
will continue to meet in members homes so
please do come along for a cuppa and a chat!

TOTS & co
facebook
group
by Gemma Lloyd
Tots & Co.'s facebook page is accessible to all
Tots Members, it is a closed secret group which
means that it can not be found or viewed by
anyone who has not joined the page and you
can only be invited to the page by an existing
Tots Member.
In the past the page was mainly just used
to post Tots information but during last year
we opened it up to our members who have
businesses to post about their products or
services, helping to support our parents who
have set themselves up in business.
Also we have recently started using the page
as a disscussion forum which seems to be
going well and because Tots have made the
decision to keep the group secret, any posts,
photos or discussions remain within the group.

by LJ Desmeulles
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Kathryn Czekaj
What brings you to Toulouse?
My
husband,
Chris'
employment. He plays rugby
for Colomiers and after his
contract with the Cardiff Blues
in Wales came to an end it
was an ideal opportunity to
experience France.
How long have you been here and for how long
will you stay?
Ellistan and I arrived mid July, Chris a little
earlier. It's contractually based employment for
up to 3 years but who knows after that?!
Tell us about your family:
There's the 3 of us here, myself Kat, my husband
Chris, and our son Ellistan who is 2 and a half.
We made a very difficult decision to leave
behind our two beloved Boxer dogs, Bailey and
Winston (with family I must add!) and our cat
Olly.
What did you do before motherhood?
I have a BSc degree in Biomedicine though
I'm also a qualified Wedding planner (worlds
apart!) and ran my own successful business in
Wales up until we left.

What do you miss about “home”
and what noticeable differences
do you find between France and
your home country?
Mostly I miss my dogs. They were
a massive part of our family and
now I could cry any time someone
mentions the word dog haha!
Noticeable differences are the
quality and taste of food here which is clearly
less chemically preserved. However, 'French
time' is something I'm not sure I'll ever get used
to. There appears to be no concept of the word
'soon' (whatever the translated equivalent may
be) - "It will be done soon" could mean 6 weeks
or 6 months. We are very much enjoying our
time here though and are very grateful for our
welcoming to Tots & Co.

Lily White
What brings you to Toulouse?
I am here with my husband who is on secondment
to Toulouse with Airbus.

What do you do in your free time?
Back home I socialised with friends, with and
without Ellistan, exercised and frequented as
many coffee shops as time would allow. Here,
when we're not bombing in the pool we're out
and about finding new coffee shops!

How long have you been here and for how long
will you stay?
I have been here for a fabulous 10 months and
will stay another year at least and hopefully
longer.

What are your favourite things about France?
The children's parks here are absolutely
amazing! The open spaces are just great and
obviously the weather helps.

Tell us about your family :
My husband Ian and I were married in 2012,
though we have been a couple since highschool!
We met in Ireland but we both originate from
East Coast USA. For Christmas last year, we
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brought home our first baby boy Bill (William),
who at 8 months is fast catching up to us in
both weight and height:)!
What did you do before motherhood/ what do
you do now?
I was a research scientist, using natures
solutions to help solve engineering problems.
A little bizarre but wonderful occupation which
kept me in the lab developing things such as
swimming robots that can handle turbulence
as well as biodegradable/edible robots for the
future. Sometimes they would even let me out
of the lab to subject the next class of budding
engineers to lectures. Presently i am working
here in Toulouse remotely for the Bristol Robotics
Laboratory,University of Bristol in the UK for a
few months to wrap up my research contract
and then hopefully I will get back to the much
tougher but loved job of full time care for Bill:)!
What do you do in your free time?
Free time... where is this kept?:) I love to cycle
and swim, and am slowly..slowly finding my feet,
of which it feels i have two left ones, after the
birth of our son. At the moment i play the piano
and love listening to music though these days Bill
is taking over my playlist and i often find myself
listening to Sesame Streets 'rubber ducky'
even with no Bill around to fully appreciate the
masterpiece.
What are your favourite things about France?
I love the food and the culture surrounding it and
although my grasp of the language is shocking,
though improving, I love the sound of it and
the wonderful, expressive phrases and sayings
that are used in every day speech. Also, last but
not least,Tots and Co., as i arrived in Toulouse
7 months pregnant and was immediately made
to feel at home by all the wonderful support and
energy of the members.
What do you miss about “home” and what
noticeable differences do you find between
France and your home country?
I feel very at 'home' here in France (thanks Tots
and Co.!) as I have moved countries frequently
and am still a little confused myself about which
is my home country. Mostly i miss my family who
are spread between the USA, UK and Ireland,
but this Christmas we are all getting together in
Ireland where we will all share Bill's first birthday!

Valérie Dorée
What brings you to
Toulouse?
My husband's job... what
a surprise!
How long have you been
here and for how long will you
stay?
I've been living here for 4 years now and we
should stay 2 or 3 more years.
Tell us about your family
I come from Belgium and my husband is from
Savoy. We have a wonderful daughter called
Marie, she is 16 months.
What did you do before motherhood?
I was (and still am) a translator, I mainly
translate german texts into French (my
mother tongue)
What do you do in your free time?
When we are just the two of us with Marie, we
are always outside, playing or cycling... When
I am alone, I like swimming and cooking ! And
when we are 3, we go hiking !
What are your favourite things about France?
I guess the weather is not bad in the South,
I like the proximity to the mountains and the
sea as well ;)
What do you miss about “home” and what
noticeable differences do you find between
France and your home country?
I do miss my family and friends and that's
the most important! For the rest (belgian
chocolate or other belgian food), I can do
without!
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Christina Dier
What brings you to Toulouse?
My husband Duane’s job. He works for an
American company called DirecTV, which is
currently a customer of Airbus Defence & Space.
How long have you been here and for how long
will you stay?
We arrived at the end of May 2014 and will live
in Colomiers for the next two years.
Tell us about your family.
We have a two-year-old ray of sunshine named
Adelyn (we usually call her Addie) and we’re
expecting a little boy at the end of October 2014.
We also seem to live with about a million spiders.
Why are there so many spiders here?!! Before
coming to Toulouse, we called Los Angeles our
home, but we’ve spent considerable time and
have a lot of family in the Washington, DC area
too.
What did you do before motherhood?
Until we moved to Toulouse, I worked as an
emergency planner developing the plans
and tools that public health departments in
the Washington, DC region use to respond to
natural disasters, disease outbreaks, and acts of
terrorism. Being home with Adelyn full-time has
certainly been a transition, but I still get my fair
share of disaster, illness, and terror around the
house!

What are your favourite things about France?
Picard. Even though I enjoy cooking, I also
like a dinner that’s ready in 10 minutes. I like
the availability of fresh produce from outdoor
markets and the sense of community that a
smaller town provides. There’s so much to see
and do in France, so we’re trying our best as a
family to get out on the weekends to explore as
much as we can. I’m getting used to (and I think
I’ll ultimately love) the more laid back approach
to everything here. People in France don’t seem
nearly as stressed out as people in the states.
And I’m enjoying the challenge of learning a
new language, albeit slowly.
What do you miss about “home” and what
noticeable differences do you find between
France and your home country?
There are little things I miss like the availability
of black beans and natural peanut butter at
every grocery store and stores that are open
24/7. Then there are the big things I miss like
friends and family. Thankfully, we have email,
social media, and video chats to keep us
close to everyone back in the states. Although
I’m beginning to embrace a more laid back,
French lifestyle, trying to accomplish many of
the administrative tasks that come along with
moving to a new country has been nothing
short of frustrating. I give France an A+ for
bureaucratic hoops.

What do you do in your free time?
Since Adelyn began at Montessori school,
I actually have some free time! I like to blog,
cook, read, watch tv, sleep (while I’m pregnant),
and work out (when I’m not so pregnant). After
baby #2 is born, I’d love to spend more time
with a wine glass in-hand chatting with new
girlfriends.
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We know how hard it can be do keep
on top of regular chores when there
are little ones at home to take care of.
Finding the time (and a babysitter) to
go for a haircut, or a luxurious manipedi can, at times, seem virtually
impossible! This is why Tots & Co ran
the first mum’s pamper day at the
end of September. Organised by our
president, Catherine, several Mums
(and babies) met at her house where
she had arranged for hairdresser,
Celine Bowles, and beautician, Deb
Stewart, to come along and work their
magic. We all shared baby sitting
duties and a delicious pot luck lunch.
The event was such a success that
we’re already planning another one.
We’re aiming for early december in
time for everyone to get all glammed
up for Christmas. Sign-up early as
space is limited !

ADVERTISEMENT
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PROBIOTICS have long been the final
word in healthy living… for adults that is,
but what about for babies?

baby biotics

Obviously we are not suggesting
you chuck a pot of Yakult down your
newborn’s throat, but there is a growing
trend for so-called baby biotics. They
have been hailed as the best treatment
for everything from colic, reflux, allergies
and poor weight gain to promoting good
gut health, particularly if you or your baby
has been prescribed antibiotics following
the birth.
The probiotic is specially
formulated for babies and
comes in a powder form
that you mix into a paste
and add to a bottle of either
expressed breast milk or
formula.
A friend of mine from the
UK, Kirsten, swears by baby
biotics having solved her
baby’s weight gain problems.
She said: “When Quincy was
born he lost 6% of his birth
weight, which I don’t think is
too drastic but the issue was
he wasn’t gaining much. “He
wasn’t going down but he
was gaining minimal amounts - 20 grams
kind of amounts. He was exclusively
breastfed and I knew breast milk nappies
were supposed to be a little watery but
his nappies were just almost like pure
mustard colour water. There had been
some issues with breastfeeding and he
was tongue-tied, but he also had plenty
of wet and dirty nappies so he wasn’t not
getting enough - he just didn’t seem to
be digesting it well.”
Her husband, Ben, a personal trainer, spoke
to some colleagues who used probiotics
for their family – not the sugary yoghurts
but the powdered form – and one of them
mentioned baby biotics to him. “We simply
Googled ‘baby biotics’ and checked out
the first place we found,” Kirsten said.
“They had a lot of information about
the benefits of probiotics for children -
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building up the immune system, help with
autoimmune diseases, digestion, colic - as
well as making it clear they were allergen
free - we didn’t know it at this point but it
turned out Quincy had a lot of allergies with information on how to store them as
the bacteria is live.”
They bought a bottle of baby biotic
powder containing more than 10 billion
CFUs (colony forming units) and Kirsten
would express a bottle of breast milk
and mix in ¼ tsp daily. Within about a
week Quincy’s weight gain shot up and
noticeably, his dirty nappies had become
sludgy and smelt like fermented
yoghurt – she believes quite
clearly from the biotics.
“We were sold on the benefits
of gut health and had already
looked into Gut and Psychology
Syndrome (GAPS), but it was
amazing to see first hand how
good the biotics were for our
baby,” she said. “At almost twoyears-old, he still has a daily
amount mixed into water - he
doesn’t appear to notice them.
He’s only been ill twice - once
with a mild cold and once with
a stomach bug. He’s in constant
contact with other children via classes
and baby groups and in the winter, we are
generally out all day every day. But he just
hardly every gets ill. I would attribute a lot
of this to the biotics boosting his immune
system.
“I would say to other parents - even if you
don’t have any obvious problems, see
biotics like vitamins that you take daily.
Constantly topping up your gut’s bacteria
is needed for good overall health. We
didn’t stop using them when Quincy’s
digestion issue cleared up - we continue
to use them to be preventative too.”

BY CHARL

EY SHEFF

IELD
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autumn art
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Use beautiful autumn leaves as
canvases for doodle designs.
Press colorful finds inside a heavy
book for about 10 days, then
draw on them with metallic paint
markers.

Les Jardins des
Martels
In July I took my visiting
parents and my 2 year old
son Ted on a day out to
visit Les Jardins des Martels
Botanic
Gardens,
about
45 minutes north east of
Toulouse by car. The bonus
of this day trip is that part of
the journey can be done on
a little diesel tourist train (Le
Chemin de Fer Touristique
du Tarn) which my Dad and
son absolutely loved.
Firstly we drove to a little
village called St Lieux Les
Lavaur, bought tickets for
the train (6€80 per adult)
and trundled off through the
beautiful sunflower fields for
around 20 minutes to our
destination.
On arrival at the gardens
there is a little snack cafe
where you pay for entry (8€80
for adults). The weather was
good so the gardens looked
really vibrant and colourful.
It felt more like being in a
landscaped English country
garden than the scorched
ones you normally see in
the south of France. There
is a designated walking
route around the gardens so
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To add a bit more strength and
shine, seal the finished leaves with
watered down PVA glue.

pumpkin craft

by Carol Alexander-Reid

BY CELIA GRE

EN

that you take in as much as
possible, it took us about 2
hours strolling leisurely.
Half way around there we
came upon a fun maze and
then you move around to
a miniature farm area with
goats, sheep, llama and
chickens.

The owners obviously have
a deep love & appreciation
for plants and flowers as
everything was so well placed
and lovingly cared for. I highly
recommend a visit, it stays
open weekends & Monday
and Wednesday afternoons
until the end of October
depending on the weather.
You can take picnics to eat
in the designated picnic spot
behind the cafe.

A new addition to the gardens
is a Balinean inspired pagoda
and a Lotus Temple. Both
were really beautiful, well
crafted structures and added www.jardinsdesmartels.com/
a different dimension to the
experience, it was a really
peaceful spot. They also
have the most incredible lily
pads there which I had never
seen before and really made
an impression on me.

To make this little pumpkin, you’ll
need a piece of orange card. Use
a ruler to mark out eight strips, using a dashed straight line to show
where your child needs to cut. Then
let your child have a try cutting
along the lines, using child-friendly
safety scissors! Once cut out, place
your card strips in a circular arrangement, and hold them together using a split pin. Then you need

to repeat this threading, gathering
together all the opposite ends of
the strips of card to form your 3D
pumpkin shape. Use a second split
pin to hold them in place, adding
a piece of green card on the top
to make a stalk. Your little trickor-treater can then add their own
Jack-o-lantern design on the outside of the pumpkin, making it as
friendly or as scary as they like.
Thanks to www.nurturestore.co.uk
for this great idea
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admit it. I’ve gone soft ever since
I gave birth. There was a time I
could listen to or watch anything and
maintain my very British stiff upper lip,
but now I find myself blubbing on the
sofa after an episode One Born Every
Minute.
Worse still, I find I can barely listen to the
news some days or watch 18 certificate
films anymore. Even the slightest hint of
violence has me cowering behind the
cushions and when my sister bought me
the box set of the latest Scandi police
drama, The Bridge, I had nightmares
about my child being abducted for
days afterwards.

FIELD

BY CH

SHEF
ARLEY

To give you some idea of the monumental
change this has been for me, I used
to be a newspaper reporter covering
crime and politics – a regular part of
my job was to sit through sometimes
horrific accounts in court – and I tried
to take pride in retaining a sense of
distance and reporting the facts without
hyperbole. So a short while ago I made
a conscious decision that this new
heightened state of emotion (otherwise
known as motherhood) meant I should
for the moment no longer watch, listen
to or read anything I thought would
upset me. It’s just not worth it.
Now, some would say I was naïve then
to choose to read a book for my book
club about death row prisoners. But I
honestly thought, after reading the
cover, that although the characters in
The Enchanted by Rene Denfeld would
have committed horrific crimes, none
of the description would be gratuitous
or too vivid. This was an account of
their time in prison after all; we didn’t
need to learn the exact details of their
crimes. How wrong I was.

my mind and I actually feel quite angry
with the publishers that I have been
left with mental images I can never
erase. So I started thinking – if I can
consciously avoid 18 certificate films
and news reports that I am warned will
have images that might upset me, then
why aren’t books subject to a ratings
or warning system too?
Speaking to friends, opinions differ.
Some agree but wonder how workable
a ratings system would be, others object
saying it’s too close to censorship or
banning books. It is a question that
has come up in the US recently with
growing calls for certain books to
carry warnings if they might ‘trigger’
an emotional response in readers
according to their own personal history.
The intention of ‘trigger warnings’
is that nobody should be caught off
guard.
Critics however point out that life
does not carry a trigger warning. Any
number of things we experience in
real life can unwittingly trigger a set of
memories we would rather bury. It also
raises the question of what the point
of a work of art is – is it to shield us
from thoughts we would rather bury or
is it to help us navigate a way through
them, so that eventually we just might
be able to heal and grow?
Maybe I’m getting a bit carried away
here – perhaps I just read a rubbish
book with a bit of gratuitous violence
in it and I’m angry that I wasted my
precious time. But I still think that
books should carry warnings if they
contain descriptions that are very likely
to offend some readers. Until then,
I’ll stick to reading Julia Donaldson
and watching One Born Every Minute
instead.

After reading a few chapters in, and
becoming engrossed by the story, I
read things that I feel have polluted
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YOU’VE bought the latest trendy
cookbook from a celebrity chef and you’re
ready to try out one of the exotic-sounding
recipes, when you realise you’re missing
some obscure ingredient.

Sound familiar? Then you need Mumsnet’s
new cookbook Top Bananas! in your life. OK,
I understand that £20 is a bit expensive for
a book containing recipes for minestrone,
pork and apple casserole, stuffed peppers
and apple and blackberry crumble. And
I agree to an extent – the recipe for
60-second cheesecake involves spreading
Philadelphia on a digestive and topping
it with blueberries. Tasty, but not exactly
rocket science.

ges

This is a great book for babies and
toddlers aged 0-3-years-old. The
main advantage over other lift-theflap books is that the flaps are big
enough to withstand the force of
tiny fists attempting to tear them
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Then after sourcing dried barberries or the
perfect sumac spice blend, you struggle
through the recipe for hours whilst trying
to entertain a small child, letting them
completely empty the cutlery drawer if it
just means you can concentrate for half
an hour. After simultaneously answering 15
sales calls on the phone, you triumphantly
take the meal to the table only to find your
family ‘isn’t that keen on spicy food’ or ‘just
fancies beans on toast tonight’.

0-3
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off. Plus it’s big and colourful enough
to keep them amused. Children will
enjoy peeping through the gaps in the
flaps to see what’s on the other side
and curious counters will love learning
about counting from 1-10.

However, the rest of these recipes are tried
and tested by hundreds of Mumsnet users
and so are guaranteed to work. Not only
that, they are very likely to be enjoyed
by your children. And they include
sneaky ways of getting healthy and
nutritious things into their tummies.
Most of all, they are quick and easy.
And if they aren’t quick they are at least
low maintenance meals you can shove
in a slow cooker and forget about for 6
hours. And, most importantly, they don’t
contain any ingredients you can’t find in
the local Carrefour and have to spend days
searching a Middle Eastern deli for.
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BY CELIA GRE

The concept of this film is very different to
your standard Hollywood movie, it was shot
over 12 years using the same cast, and charts
the 'boyhood' of Mason (Ellar Coltrane)
and his relationships with his family: sister
Samantha (Lorelei Linklater), Mum (Rosanna
Arquette) and Dad (Ethan Hawke) as he grows
up between the ages of 6 and 18.
It wasn't a film full of drama or tension, there
isn't even a plot as such; it was much more
subtle than that. It simply documented, in
the most intimate and honest way possible,
Mason's 'boyhood'. We watch the character
and the actor literally grow up in front of
our eyes, from cute kid to awkward teen
through to a self assured College goer. It
was fascinating, as the film covered normal
life events in a sort of incidental way: fun
camping trips, birthdays, moody family
arguments, destructive marriages, frustrated

teen moments, first girlfriends, Graduation
parties etc. I hadn't seen anything so real
and yet so subtle on screen before - it was
like a mirror into a real life.
I thought it was also interesting to see the
progession of the mother's character as she
undergoes many changes and developments
in the film. After going to College she
becomes a successful lecturer who is able
to support her family well. However, when
it comes to the children leaving for College
she is single again in a small apartment
having an emotional crisis and uttering the
immortal words to Mason 'is this all there is?',
it was possibly the most emotional part of
the film because we had accompanied her
for 12 years and at the end she had reached
the end of her 'parenthood'. As mothers
watching it ourselves it resonated strongly. A
wonderful, moving and poignant film.
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Toulouse women’s international group (twig)
christmas fair

EN

Tots & co Halloween party
friday 31 october 2014
For all tots big and small. Details will be
sent to members via email nearer the
date.

Tots & co Agm
thursday 16 october 2014

Saturday 22 november 2014
salle albert camus
(opposite the post office behind the church in cugnaux)
Tots & Co will be running a stall selling good quality second hand
toys and baby items, clothes and children’s books so if you have any
donations, please contact Gemma Lloyd
(gemma.lloyd81@gmail.com).
TWIG is also accepting donations of second hand books for their
stall and these can be given to Alexandra Villano at 739 route de
Saiguede, 31470 Saint Lys. Please contact her on
alexandra200@gmail.com to arrange a time to drop items off.

Tots & Co Spring Fair
Saturday 14 March 2015
Celebrating over 10 years working with Association Dominique
Showcase your talents & book a stall
Registration Forms available on the website or by email
www.totsandco.org
tots.spring.fair@gmail.com
£15 per table for Tots & Co members
£30 per table for non members

Come along and have your say, and
enjoy a subsidised 3 course meal!
Details have been sent via email. Book
your place now!
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potty training

Many parents eagerly anticipate toilet training as a
milestone in their child’s development, if for no other
reason than that it means an end to changing nappies.
But, as with all childhood stages, some children master
it within a few days, and others can take several months.
Below, some of our members share their experiences...
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& florence

I woke one Sunday morning in July and
just decided to give potty training a go. I
had spoken to friends and it seemed girls
‘just got it’ pretty quickly., so why not just
give it a try? Florence was almost 2 and a
half .. a good age I imagined. So we tried.
50 minutes later and sore knees from
kneeling in the toilet with Florence reading
a nursery rhyme book and no wee wee.
This could be harder than I thought!
I decided to sit her on the potty over the
next few days at regular times, in the
hope that she will finally have a time that
she ‘goes’. The easiest way was to sit her
in front of her favourite cartoon, first thing
in the morning, however after 45 minutes,
she still hadn’t gone and the poor thing
had a red ring round her bottom from
sitting too long (oops).
I took her for breakfast and as soon as
she got up to walk back into the lounge...
Voila!... pee pee all over the floor! At least
I had figured out when she needed to
go, right? So the next day straight after
breakfast she sat on the potty and just
like that she did her first wee wee in the
potty (followed by lots of praise, sticker
and a smartie, and we watched it flush
away). I thought de totally cracked it, but
it seemed potty training wasn’t so simple
after all.
In the days that followed, Florence spent
quite a lot of time on the potty at regular
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times and occupied by toys etc.
Often we did catch her at the
right time but often not. We
even had a number 2 in the
potty but it was literally just a
case of me putting the potty
there at the right time.
I noticed one vital thing
missing... Florence never
once told me when she
felt she needed the potty. I
decided over the next week to be a bit
less ‘full on’ and let her come to me and
ask for the potty., and suggested it to
her frequently in the day. No matter how
many times I reminded her though, she
just wasn’t ready. She would stand and
pee and look down like ‘oh what’s that?!’
the try to mop it up herself (as she had
seen me do it countless times), bless
her!
It got a bit tiring, constantly watching
her and I decided that we would leave
it for a while, until she knows when she
wants to use it. Now we have regular
nappy off time, and sometimes a
positive result but even a month later
she’s not asking to use the potty. I’m not
worried, she will one day, we just have to
be patient.
This morning I asked her if she wants
to have a wee wee on the potty?... she
replied from the next room “ no thank
you!”. Well, at least she’s polite!
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The summer my daughter turned two,
I chose not to toilet train her, even
though I’m pretty sure she was ready.
That summer I had a baby boy, and we
moved house, and the last thing I felt
like doing was chasing her around the
house cleaning up after accidents. There
was no rush, school wasn’t starting for
another year and I didn’t know any other
mothers of two year olds, so there was no
peer pressure either. Winter came, and I
chose to take the easy option and listen
to my mother’s advice – wait for summer
and the drying season.
We spent most of that summer at my
Mom’s house. Before starting, we went
to the library and took out two children’s
books on potty training that explained
basic anatomy, what a toilet is for, and
how nice it is to have a clean bottom.
We all went shopping, and bought a
toilet seat with a children’s insert, two
bags of star stickers and a giant bag of
M&Ms. My daughter helped me to colour
a chart that we stuck on the fridge. Then
we explained to her that for every pee
pee in the toilet, she got a little sticker
to stick on the chart and 2 M&Ms. For
every caca, she got a bigger sticker, and
5 M&Ms. We bought her some underwear
with princesses on it, sang a potty song,
and it was that easy! Of course there
were a few accidents, notably the pee
pee on the library floor, and the caca in
her swimsuit on the beach, but other than
that she took to it straight away.
She always used a toilet during the day,
although for the next year we put her
in pull-ups at night as she didn’t always
wake up. Then we put a potty into her
room at night as she was afraid to go
to the toilet alone in the dark, and she’s
been dry since.
My son was a different story. Surrounded
by stories of successful potty training
aged 2, I decided to give it shot. Out
came the stars, off came the ‘couches’,
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he sat on the potty and did a big caca,
we all did the potty dance, and he was
delighted. For the next three days, he
covered every surface of the house in pee
pee and filled several underpants and
occasionally the potty. I would put him on
the potty, nothing would happen and two
minutes later he’d wet the floor. He wasn’t
ready.
A few months later, I tried again with a
similar result. He understood the concept
but it didn’t interest him. The chocolate
was nice, but not motivating enough and
he wasn’t in the least bit interested in the
stars. Being wet didn’t bother him either.
Tired of all the cleaning but not quite
willing to give up, I switched to pull-ups.
For the next two months he occasionally
used the potty, but more often the pullups and I gradually stopped reminding
him. At this point, I was pregnant with
number three and suffering from the
incredible exhaustion that accompanied
the first months of all of my pregnancies.
Summer came, he was nearly three and it
began to be urgent, he’d soon be starting

school. It was time to try again. What I
find hardest in potty training is that it’s
really Mommy training. Remembering
to force them to sit on the pot every 90
minutes is almost impossible! After two
days of dragging him to the potty, often
under severe protest, he managed to
spend an entire day dry – except for the
caca. Then genius struck! The tablet is
his favourite, extremely rationed, toy.
Every caca in the pot won him 10 minutes
playtime. He was soon doing about a
dozen pebbles a day – I was beginning
to worry. He did his caca, and when his
10 minutes were up, returned to the potty
until he could produce another one. I
switched to only giving him the tablet
while I prepared lunch and dinner. For
the next month he did great, then the
accidents began again – the table had
lost its novelty value. One day I saw some
Mickey Mouse underwear in a shop – he
loves Mickey Mouse. I tried a new variant
of the star chart – He got a star for every
day he stays dry. After five stars, he got
the Mickey Mouse pants. Two weeks
later, he still didn’t have the Mickey
Mouse underwear. I changed strategy.
Every morning, I gave him a star. If he
had an accident, he had to give it back.
Just over a week later, he was the proud
wearer of Mickey Mouse pants!!
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My Mum had advised it was best to potty
train children during the summer nearest
their 2nd birthday, plus Ted started
school this September (aged 2 3/4) and it
was specifically requested that pupils be
'propre'. So, armed with a potty, a smile
on my face, the words 'pee pee' and
'caca', the training commenced:
Before we started he was very keen
to see the fruits of his labour so I was

careful to show him his nappies after a
no.2 so he wasn't so freaked out by what
he was going to see in the potty, I think
this helped a lot, disgusting but true!
I took a softly, softly approach at first
and removed his nappy for just a few
hours a day as I was wary of accidents.
It soon became apparent that this was
confusing and inevitably we had a few
wet puddles. Then husband changed
tack and while on a holiday with friends
in July he whipped off Ted’s nappy all
day every day and took it from there.
At first he wasn't so keen on sitting
still but with the help of some toilet
reading material he very quickly started
to enjoy his new activity as well as all
the attention our friends were able to
give him. We only had one accident on
holiday and one since but overall it's
been a great success. Within 3-4 weeks
he has learnt to use the toilet himself
, he shuts the door and then calls me
when he's finished. Some key points I
think that helped were that we always
congratulated him on his work on the
toilet; if he had an accident I never
made a fuss but told him next time to
tell me if he needed to go; I always took
spare pants, a spare nappy (at the start)
and spare shorts if we went out.
We do try to pre-empt him if we think
he needs the loo by asking him regularly
and taking him to the loo after meals.
Finally, teaching him how to pull his
own pants and shorts up and down was
critical for school success as it’s a skill in
itself and he doesn’t necessarily receive
help from the Teacher. I just couldn’t
face the idea of him struggling to get
his bum back in his pants! Of course he
still wears a nappy at night and for nap
time, that will be next summer's activity
I expect.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Carrying your baby in a carrier,
sling or wrap instead of trying
to navigate a pram through the
endlessly busy shops and streets
seems to be more and more
fashionable, especially since even
celebrity mums as well as their
male partners are keen to get
pictured ‘babywearing’.
So what’s it all about, how do you
do it and what are the benefits for
you and your little one?
Just as a note in advance, I am
no expert, just an aficionado. I
started carrying my baby in a ring
sling at the age of 3 weeks, and
have done so since (she’s over a
year now) using a stretchy wrap,
a woven wrap and a Manduca full
buckle carrier, depending on her
age, weight and strength as well
as on the strength of my back.

Pamper Day.
Several Mums met up recently in Catherine’s house for our first
pamper
day. Hairdresser Celine Bowles and beautician Deb Stewart worked
their magic while we played pass the babies and enjoyed a delicious
pot luck lunch. The event was such a success that we’re already
planning another one, we’re aiming for early december, in time for
everyone to get all glammed up for Christmas. Sign-up early as
space
is limited !

So what are the important issues
to carry your baby in a safe and
easy way?
The right

Research suggests that babies
should be carried in a position
that most resembles the foetal
position:
•
•

baby
wearing
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position

•
•
•
•

A rounded back
Your baby’s head should be
high and close enough for you
to comfortably kiss it
The legs should be bent
Material should provide
support from knee to knee
Knees are just above hip
height, baby is in a sitting
position
The legs should be open at
an angle between 90 and 180
degrees

In this position, which is also often
described as an “M”, due to the
foot-knee-hip positioning, any
pressure on the pelvis is avoided.
Especially newborns who can’t
sit yet have sensitive pelvis and
crotch areas, for which even the
pressure of their own weight can
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be detrimental. For the first 6 months of its
life your baby should be carried facing in,
not out: Even though they seem to enjoy
their environment at the time, your little
one may become overstimulated and you
may end up with a cranky baby.
There are many different types of slings/
carriers, and the list I am providing here is
by no means exhaustive.

full buck

le carrier

s

These are probably the
easiest to handle as a
beginner, as they are
pre-shaped. They usually
consist of a piece of
canvas that holds your
baby, which is attached
to you by a hip girth
and shoulder straps,
which can often be
worn crossed over at
the back or not. Well
known brand names are Ergo
Baby, Manduca, Tula, Connecta and Sleepy
Nico, to name a few. They are all of similar
design and can be used for front, hip or
back carrying. They do put the baby in
a fairly good “M” position, however – this
is also their weak point: the baby can’t
change the leg position. Especially in the
first few months, babies might prefer to
have their knees closer to a 90 degree
angle than to a wider one, which is not
possible in a solid carrier.
Wraps/Scarves – these
are essentially a piece
wra
of linen/cotton or similar
material of varying length. They can be
stretchy, half-stretchy or woven, in which
case they don’t stretch at all. They have to
be tied by the user, which can look a bit
daunting for a beginner but just requires
some practice. There are almost endless
ways of wearing your baby in a wrap,
front, hip and back carrying is possible.
(Except for stretchy wraps, which are not
recommended for back carries!) Wraps
cater for all ages, even for the freshly
hatched, as the baby is usually allowed to
find the perfect position by itself. A stretchy

ves
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wrap is nice and
soft for newborns,
but can become
unsafe with a very
wriggly 10 month
old. A woven wrap
would then offer
more confinement –
especially for back
carries. The rest
is just personal
preference.
Household names
are Ellevill, Kokadi,
Storchenwiege for
the woven wraps,
and Kari-Me and
Moby Wrap for the stretchy
ones, but again the list is extensive.
Usually a piece of
woven material with
a pair of rings on
one end. The weight
is carried on one
shoulder, ideal for
front of hip carries.
They are easier
to get the hang of
than wraps, and
are suitable for
newborns in front
carry position.
The baby might
then become
a bit heavy to
carry with one
shoulder, but they
are great again once he/ she can sit on
your hip. Comfey Joey, Maya Wrap and
Amazonas have good examples.
g
ring slin

In addition, new and in between styles
keep popping up, and custom made
carriers seem to become a must-have
this season, so there is something for
every taste and pocket. If all the choice is
overwhelming and you don’t know where
to start, the best way is to either attend
a sling workshop, or to just ask other
mums to show you the ropes, until you
feel comfortable enough to practise on
your own. In addition, many of the sling
and carrier companies offer lots of useful
information, tie techniques and videos on
their websites.

Are you a Crafty Sew and So, a Nifty Knitter,

Children’s activities, inspiring ideas and

Hooked on Crochet, a Jewellery Genius, a Creative

‘make your own’ crafts for Wednesdays,

Card Maker, a Gift Goddess, a Cupcake Queen,

weekends and wet weather days!

a Budding Artist, a Snappy Photographer or Potty

Encouraging creativity and imagination

About Clay? We are promoting enterprising mums

through simple and fun projects ...

who are ‘making it in France’ ... JOIN US TODAY!

COME TAKE A LOOK AT OUR NEW PAGE.

Whether you wish to advertise your business, find that perfect handmade gift or be creative with your
children, we have something for everyone!
Contact: Tara Knight on 06.73.61.56.20 or send an email to: contact@mumslove2make.com
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AUTuMN RECIPES
Autumn Pear and Frangipane Tart

by Cha
r

ley Sh

effield

INGREDIENTS
1 ready-made sweet pastry case (pâte sablée); 450g/1lb
tinned pear halves in syrup; 1 tbsp slivered almonds;
icing sugar, to dust
Frangipane:
55g/2oz butter; 55g/2oz sugar; 55g/2oz ground almonds;
55g/2oz plain flour; 1 egg;
Grease and flour a 25cm/10ins loosebottomed tart tin and unroll the
pastry into it. Make the frangipane by
combining the butter, sugar, almonds
and flour in a food processor, then add
the egg and rum and whizz again to
combine. Spoon this mixture into the
pastry case and spread it out evenly.
Strain the pear halves and arrange
on top of the tart in a radial pattern,

pushing them gently into the paste.
Trim a final pear half for the centre.
Chill in the fridge for 30 mins. Preheat a
baking sheet in the oven to 190C/375F/
gas 5 and then place the tart tin on the
baking sheet and bake for 25 minutes.
Scatter over the slivered almonds and
dust with icing sugar, turn down the
oven to 150C/300F/gas 2 and return
to the oven for 30 minutes. Sere warm
with crème fraîche.

Butternut squash & prawn curry

delicious tIddler finger food: potato cakes
INGREDIENTS
200g or 2 about medium sized potatoes, boiled and slightly mashed (yesterday’s
leftovers); 60g or 2 table spoons flour; 1 egg yolk
Although autumn is on it’s way, the
weather is still warm enough to enjoy
some alfresco dining with your toddler.
Coming up with picnic food for a halfweaned Tiddler is always tricky, here is
a recipe that is the perfect picnic finger
food – very easy and quick to make, goes
down a treat, and can easily be scraped
off the picnic blanket afterwards.

by Nina

Bausek

Put all ingredients into a bowl, knead
together and form little discs about 1cm
thick, use a floured surface if necessary.
Heat a non-stick pan without oil. Fry
potato cakes in the pan until brown, let
cool, feed to baby.
The basic recipe can be extended
according to your baby’s taste and your
imagination, I have added cheese, sour
cream an chives so far. The potato cakes
can be kept for a while in the fridge, I
haven’t tried freezing but can’t see why
that should be a problem.

Bonus advantage: they are non-greasy and
can easily be combed out of hair. Enjoy!

INGREDIENTS
4 shallots, sliced; 2 tablespoons sunflower oil; 1 crushed garlic clove; 1-2 fresh red
chillies, deseeded and sliced; 2 tablespoons of red thai curry paste; 500g butternut
squash or pumpkin, peeled and cut into chunks; 400ml coconut milk; 1 dessert
spoon fish sauce; Grated zest and juice 1 lime; 16-20 sugar snap peas, sliced in half
450g raw tiger prawns
-Reid
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Gently fry the shallots for 5 minutes
in the oil until softened. Add the garlic,
chilli and curry paste, and cook for 1
minute. Add the squash and turn to
coat in the spices.
Gradually stir in the coconut milk, fish
sauce, and lime zest, then bring to the
boil. Simmer for around 15 minutes.
Add the peas and prawns and cook
for 4-5 minutes. Stir in the lime juice.
Garnish with coriander to taste.
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An Evening with Walter
Summer 1977. At long last night had fallen, bringing an end to
another day of scorching heat. I opened the bedroom window of
my tiny first storey apartment on the corner of 127th Street and
Jamaica Avenue in Queens. I remember enjoying that pleasant
yet short-lived moment of cooler air drifting into my bedroom,
providing some temporary salvation to my sweaty body. The
lingering aroma of cooked seafood coming from the kitchen
of Montanes New York Restaurant underneath flirted with me. I
could hear distant car traffic and the next train on its way from
Jamaica to Elmhurst and Astoria, and beyond, Lower Manhattan.
This was only background noise. In fact, the neighborhood was
unusually calm for such a night in early-August.
I had spent the day locked up in my apartment, curtains
drawn, reading the papers on my bed or simply getting lost in
my thoughts. I occasionally broke the routine by raiding the
refrigerator for some leftover pizza or a Bud, or by sometimes
lighting up a smoke. That made me think I was running low on
the Lucky Strikes and I’d have to go out and get some more. Yet,
the sole thought of wandering outside my apartment made me
shake with fear. I quickly abandoned that idea and lay down on
the bed, contemplated the crack in the ceiling and lowered my
tired gaze to the holes in wall in front of me.
I shut my eyes. Tried to picture my landlord renovating the goddamn place, enlightening the decaying decor. Sure I would’ve

Advisory Note:
Story contais some
strong language
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Simon Duke, 35, is an AngloFrench author and journalist living in
Deyme, just south of Toulouse. His first
novel, Out of Bounds, a crime thriller,
was published earlier this year and is
available from all good booksellers
including Amazon and FNAC (visit
simongduke.blogspot.fr
for
more
information). He is currently working
on his second novel. In this short
story, An Evening With Walter, set in
a steamy 1970s New York summer, an
unexpected visitor decides to pay a
visit to Walter in his apartment…

Summer 1977. At long last night had fallen,
bringing an end to another day of scorching
heat. I opened the bedroom window of my
tiny first storey apartment on the corner of
127th Street and Jamaica Avenue in Queens.
I remember enjoying that pleasant yet
short-lived moment of cooler air drifting into
my bedroom, providing some temporary
salvation to my sweaty body. The lingering
aroma of cooked seafood coming from the
kitchen of Montanes New York Restaurant
underneath flirted with me. I could hear
distant car traffic and the next train on its
way from Jamaica to Elmhurst and Astoria,
and beyond, Lower Manhattan. This was only
background noise. In fact, the neighborhood
was unusually calm for such a night in earlyAugust.
I had spent the day locked up in my
apartment, curtains drawn, reading the
papers on my bed or simply getting lost in
my thoughts. I occasionally broke the routine
by raiding the refrigerator for some leftover
pizza or a Bud, or by sometimes lighting up
a smoke. That made me think I was running
low on the Lucky Strikes and I’d have to go
out and get some more. Yet, the sole thought
of wandering outside my apartment made
me shake with fear. I quickly abandoned that
idea and lay down on the bed, contemplated
the crack in the ceiling and lowered my tired
gaze to the holes in wall in front of me.
I shut my eyes. Tried to picture my landlord
renovating the goddamn place, enlightening
the decaying decor. Sure I would’ve done
it myself, but my extinct career prospects
and meager veteran's compensation meant
that it would take me a while before getting
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round to the revamp. Hell, I was struggling
to keep the Bud and smokes supplies afloat.
Taking care of my surroundings would be a
job for another day. Some day when I would
actually give a shit.
A police car dashed by, siren
screeching through the silent night,
projecting hazy blue light onto my bedroom
ceiling. It reminded me of the day's feature
article in the paper, brought me back to sad
reality.
The killer who called himself 'Son of Sam'
had shot and critically wounded his 12th
and 13th victims, Robert Violante, 20, and
Stacy Moscowitz, 20, the previous evening.
They had been attacked while making out
in Violante’s car parked near the Brooklyn
waterfront. According to the paper, ballistics
experts confirmed that the bullets were from
a .44-caliber gun used by Son of Sam. Police
had reportedly intensified patrols in Queens
and East Bronx, warned by his latest letter,
one in which he exposed his plans to strike
again on the anniversary date of his first
shooting. Next to this article was a police
sketch of Son of Sam.
This plain and simply terrorized me.
And it is safe to say that I wasn't the only
New Yorker with such feelings. After all,
these were harsh times. The city’s economic
prospects were bleak and the crime rate
had jumped almost seventy-five percent
in three years. Not to mention a two-day
blackout in mid-July and the mandatory
aftermath of looting and vandalism. And on
top of that, we had this maniac on the loose,
killing folks with his .44-caliber and leaving
sordid letters with the police detailing how
he was prowling on the streets, hunting,
looking for tasty meat right here in Queens.
Sure the attacks were random but I had read
that they were under the command of Sam,
a man who supposedly lived six thousand
years ago, now relaying messages to his son.
That's why people were indoors. It wasn't
due to the sweltering summer. It was more
to do with survival instinct.
I rubbed a pillow on my forehead to get rid
of a few beads of sweat, tried to think about
more positive things, but couldn't. I stripped
naked, went to the bathroom, brushed my
teeth and drank water from the tap. It tasted
like copper. I returned to bed and closed my
eyes, hoping that sleep would come shortly
and that my dreaming would be of the
pleasant kind.
It may have been minutes or hours
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later. Suddenly, I was awoken by a noise of
shattering glass followed by a deep 'thump'.
I rose from the bed and staggered to the
door, my eyes having difficulty adapting to
the dark. I knocked my shoulder on the door
frame and cursed to myself. I called out in
a deep and virile voice, 'I gotta gun. Get the
fuck out'.
I got no reply.
My dark thoughts came back to me
at light speed. Shit, what if it were Son of
Sam in my apartment? What if I was his next
piece of fair game? I was as much a random
target as any other poor schmuck in this
neighborhood.
After such a realization I stepped
backwards into my bedroom, slammed
the door and ducked behind the bed. My
breathing slowed down. I tried to listen to
the sounds of my apartment. It was faint,
but I could hear something going on in the
kitchen. Someone had definitely broken in.
That someone seemed to be rummaging
through the cupboards, searching the
worktop. Why didn't the intruder react to my
warning? What the hell was going on? I was
lost and confused. I was scared shitless.
I looked around in a vague attempt to
look at the options at my disposal. Exit my
bedroom through the window? No, bad idea.
Hide under the bed? Surely not. Son of Sam
would find me there. And then the solution
dawned upon me. It was sitting on the
bedside table next to the lamp: the phone.
I fumbled around the bed and retrieved the
newspaper, began leafing my way through
to the page with the latest NYPD update on
the Son of Sam slayings, and dialed 9-1-1.
After hearing the connection sounds
and first few ringtones, I yanked the phone
away from my ear for a few seconds. The
noises in the kitchen were ongoing but
remained faint.
A female operator answered. '9-1-1,
how may I be of assistance?'
Conscious of the noise I would
probably make, I took a moment before
replying in a voice which I tried to make
as soft as possible. 'My name is Walter
Slominski.'
'I'm sorry sir. I didn't quite catch your
name.'
'Wal-ter Slo-min-ski!' I said louder. 'I
live on the corner of 127th Street and Jamaica
Avenue. I want to report a home invasion.'
The female voice replied, 'Is this your
home or are you reporting a home invasion

from another location?'
'My place,' I replied, irritated. 'Please
send a patrol quick. I think it might be Son of
Sam.'
'Sir, there is no need to panic. A call
will be made. You will receive assistance
soon.'
I was furious and temporarily forgot
that the sonofabitch was in my kitchen.
'Listen, lady. Make it real quick! The
patrol might have to report another of the
.44-caliber Killer's victims if they don't
hurry.'
'Sir, we're getting hundreds of phone
calls every day with regard to Son of Sam
and we are doing the best we can.'
'You're not the one with a serial killer
in his home!' I replied.
I looked at the paper. 'Get Deputy
Inspector Timothy Dowd on the line. I know
he's investigating the case. He'll understand
me,' I said, panicking.
'Mr. Slominski, try to stay calm. Where
are you exactly?'
'In my bedroom. Door's closed. I think
he's in the kitchen.'

'Do you think he knows you're in?'
'I'm not sure. I warned him that I have
a gun, but he didn't react and he hasn't come
to check the bedroom yet.'
'Mr. Slominski, do you have this gun
with you now?'
'No, I pretended to have one'.
'Okay. The best you can do is push
your bed against the door and remain in a
corner until the patrol arrives. Can you move
the bed easily?'
'I think I can,' I replied, drily.
'Go ahead, do it. I'll remain on the line'.
I put down the phone and did as
instructed. The bed made a loud screeching
noise as its legs scraped the floor. I finally
managed to push it right against the door.
Before I picked up the receiver, I listened
carefully. The intruder was still silent.
'Sir, sir?' I could hear the operator's
voice on the phone enquiring.
I resumed the conversation, 'I'm still
here.'
'Good. Did the intruder hear you?'
'I don't think so. He might be gone,' I
replied. 'What's happening with my patrol?'
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'I told you they're on their way. Hold
tight. I'll stay on the line until they arrive.'
And so I did.
I sat on the floor, holding the phone, stroking
the cord nervously. I could hear an occasional
thump or very quiet footsteps coming from
the kitchen. Maybe Son of Sam was feeling
hungry tonight and needed a snack before
moving on to the next victim of his killing
spree? I guessed it was a good thing that
only a few slices of pizza were left and that
I hadn't gone grocery shopping. Perhaps he
would realize that he hadn't chosen the best
of pantries.
Tortured by the near absence of noise,
I mounted the bed and approached the door.
I looked through the keyhole, saw nothing.
All I could hear was the sound of my heart’s
private rock concert. Maybe he was gone?
Maybe I wasn't going to be his next victim
after all?
With no imminent police arrival,
I reckoned that I could’ve another go at
frightening him off.
'Hey Mister, get the hell out of my
apartment!' I yelled. 'Gun's loaded, you
fuckin' scumbag.'
No response.
Confused and angered, I decided to
end the absurd situation myself. I yanked
the bed back into place and opened the
bedroom door loudly, made it smash against
the wall.
'I'm comin' to getcha!' I shouted.
I moved stealthily closer to the
kitchen at the other end of the short corridor.
I suddenly realized in the midst of my gungho euphoria that I was still naked and totally
vulnerable.
I rested my back and butt against the
wall next to the kitchen door. Then I closed
my eyes, turned around. I charged clumsily
into the kitchen.
I opened my eyes.
The shattered glass was on the floor,
as expected. However, the window wasn't
broken. It was slightly a jar, the way I had left
it.
I couldn't see Son of Sam. Where
the hell was he? Had he really decided to
torment someone else?
A few of the kitchen's cupboard doors
had been opened. A washing up liquid bottle
and some sponges had fallen out and had
tumbled to the floor. I guessed the shattered
glass could’ve been the water jug I had left
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on the worktop, as it was no longer there.
All of a sudden, a flash of pain jolted
my body. It came from below and ran
upwards, freezing me on the spot. It felt like
I had been stabbed in the calf.
But the pain instantly dissipated.
I turned around in surprise, expecting
Son of Sam to deliver his final blow. He was
not standing behind me. There was no one
there.
The stabbing in the calf sensation
immediately started again, which forced me
to look down.
And there he was the sonofabitch.
There he fucking was, hissing at me.
The neighbor's grey tabby cat had
stuck his claws into me, surely to avenge
himself from an unfruitful search for food.
I stared the slender and demoniac
creature in the eye.
He met my gaze, mano-a-mano, and
meowed.
Goddam heat wave-induced paranoia.

Are you, or do you know any budding
writers? If so, send us your short
story for inclusion in one of the future
editions of this newsletter. Email it
to timeoutinthesouth@gmail.com
Or if your child has written a creative,
funny or interesting story which you
would like to see published, please
send that too, along with their name,
age and a photo.
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Rainy day at home?... then print me out and colour me in!
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“W ld you by?”
wou ren up
d
sally
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h
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f olivia
“Keep moving!”

christin
a
mum of ade
lyn
“Embrace your curiosity.
Never be afraid to
wonder, ask questions,
explore, and learn”

gemma
mum of ow
en & phoeb
e
“I have got two and would like my kids to
follow these; Live boldly and bloom to your
fullest potential; and follow your dreams and
experience life to the max.”

e
hani
p
e
t
s
elodie
f
o
m
mu
“The verse we chose for Elodie’s baptism was Matthew 5:16
‘let your light shine before others so they may see your
good deeds and praise your father in heaven. It’s our hope
for her, that she would be fully herself and shine God’s love
to everyone around her.”
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by Carol Alexander-Reid

- 3:30 pm
Mon - Tue: 11:30am
am - 7:00 pm
Thu - Sun: 11:30
04
Tel: 05 61 12 47

If you are looking for a small,
friendly salon de the offering
a value for money brunch
menu, then look no further
than O3C. This little gem
is unpretentious with very
friendly service and 16euros
will buy you the set brunch
menu consisting of fruit
juice, soup, quiche and salad,

and dessert. All the food is
homemade, healthy and
tasty. The interior is quirky
and child friendly,, although
they don’t have high chairs
available. There is a small
play corner for children
with a blackboard easel and
chalk; and a small table and
chairs for drawing - suitable

d
n
a
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r
u
o
G
s
i
o
P
Au
day except Saturday lunch
Open every
& closed all day on Sunday.
Booking essential Tel: 05 34 36 42 00

This is a special restaurant
for grown ups, a little on the
pricey side but well worth a
visit for a special occassion.
My husband and I went there
for lunch for our 10th wedding
anniversary accompanied by
our 4.5 month old son. Not
far from central Toulouse,
you feel like you might be
going in the wrong direction
as you drive through the
high rise apartment blocks,
however, keep going as its a
very pleasant surprise when
you arrive! The restauran
is a typical Toulouse brick
house set in pretty gardens
with plenty of parking. We
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visited in April so it was too
cold to sit outside but there
is alfresco dining during
summer. The staff were
very helpful and extremely
welcoming. It’s not a typical
place to take a baby but they
were happy to accomodate
all 3 of us and our pushchair.
In contrast to the traditional
facade, the interior is modern
and minimal. You can order
a 3 course ‘brasserie’ lunch
menu for 25 euros per head,
which I’ve heard is well worth
the money, but as it was a
special occassion, we opted
for a more expensive menu
with lobster as the running

ADVERTISEMENT

54 Ru
Pe yrol e
ières
31000 ,
Toulou
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to entertain toddlers whilst
mummy and daddy have a
relaxing coffee. If you feel
good and enjoy your time at
O3C, they invite you to write
it down on a colourful post-it
note and add it to the walls,
answering the question “Je
suis....”. (‘I am...”)

3 Rue
Em
He ybr il e
ard
31300
Toulou
se

theme throughout all six
courses. This menu was 70
euros per head but included
‘paired’ wines with each
course. And, my goodness,
the food was SPECTACULAR!
Each course was an explosion
of colour and taste and
adorned with edible flowers
grown in the restaurant
gardens. The plates were
small but rich in flavour and
we left feeling very satisfied
but not uncomfortably full.
Booking ahead is essential,
and let them know if you’re
taking a pushchair or need
wheelchair
access,
The
restaurant is fully accessible.
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by Charley Sheffield

behaviour workshop
In short, the course leader said that
children often cannot understand why
you would want them to do/not to do a
certain thing. They also very much live in
the present and a lot of parents’ concerns
over the dangers of giving in to tantrums
and letting them have their own way
are unfounded, in her opinion. A toddler
might well not remember that you once
previously let them have, for example,
a snack when trying to get round the
supermarket in a hurry. That advice
came like music to the ears of those of us
who feel like we have relented or given
in on one too many occasions.

r
e
l
d
d
to
sleep
workshop
calm
Slumping down onto the sofa after
another two-hour marathon of getting
little George to go to sleep, I reach
for the iPad in the vain hope that the
Internet holds the key to getting through
our current difficult ‘phase’. Surely, the
likes of mumsnet, baby centre, Google,
eBay (?!) would provide the answer.
Whilst I discover many similar stories
of toddlers going through a difficult
sleep phase there is an equal number of
solutions: cry-it-out, co-sharing, gradual
withdrawal, and even the vanishing chair
approach to name but a few!
Whilst on my Internet quest an invite
arrives on Facebook to attend a sleep
workshop in Toulouse… a sign for sure …
the answer to all my problem, I hoped!
The workshop is written by professionals
in the paediatric field and delivered
by a mum/teacher who had been
trained on the philosophy and advice
of the authors. Much of the course is
science based, which does provide a
reassuringly factual approach to sleep
and how developmentally children will
often go through phases of issues with
sleep and night waking etc. It also has a
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very soft approach to sleep training and
is very much against the philosophies
championed by Dr Ferber and Super
Nanny, who advocate the cry-it-out
methods. Having tried unsuccessfully
with these techniques I was happy to
hear that this method will not work with
many children and can potentially have
a more long lasting negative effect.
The course did give us the confidence
to stick with our own techniques and
methods and not get too caught up in
finding the magic ‘solve it in a night’
answer (which if it does exist I’m still
willing to try!). However, having struggled
for a month or so with getting George to
fall asleep by himself without Mummy or
Daddy in the room, I may have invested
too much expectation on the course.
Whist it was insightful with regards
to the science behind sleep and the
optimum conditions for sleep it didn’t
provide as many useful tips or answers
as I had expected/hoped. Needless to
say we are still struggling but things are
slowly improving!
by Katie Eales

As we hurtle like a runaway train toward
The Terrible Twos I decided to try and
head chaos off at the pass and enrolled
on the ToddlerCalm Behaviour Workshop
hosted in Toulouse over the summer.
Thankfully we haven’t experienced too
many serious behavioural problems with
Freddy yet but I am fully aware that this is
all likely to change very soon, especially
with another baby about to arrive.
A quick survey of my mummy friends
revealed that many had heard great
things about the ToddlerCalm courses so
I was intrigued. The informal workshop
began by looking at why we set certain
limits on our children’s behaviour – of
course top of the list came their safety,
but it was certainly interesting to consider
why we choose to pick certain battles
with our children. Following on from
that, we watched a series of film clips
showing examples of practical studies
that have been done on children’s brain
development that illustrated just how
little concept of ‘other people’s feelings
and wants’ they really have at this age.

However, some of the advice was a
bit too out there for my style. Toddler
won’t eat? Then just leave a selection
of snacks around the house for them to
help themselves to during the day and
they will naturally choose a balanced
diet. Ummm, no. My son would live off
bread and cheese all day if he could.
But I did find the course literature very
useful and in it there are practical steps to
dealing with tantrums – essentially it boils
down to keeping them safe, empathising
with them, naming their feelings to help
them understand why they are upset,
supporting them by staying calm to help
them calm down and lastly offering them
an alternative that is more acceptable
to you. The course leader said there is
no point battling with a child having a
tantrum as their body has almost gone
into a primal state due to high cortisone
levels in their brain which means they
aren’t able to act in a rational matter,
you can only model the kind of behaviour
you would like them to exhibit instead.
All sounds good in practice, right?!
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... they said what?!
Jacob Hodges, age 3
“Mummy when I get married I’m going to wear a big
white dress just like yours!”
Yelled at his mummy when she picked up another
baby: “Put him down, we don’t need him! We have a
baby already we don’t need two!”

owen lloyd, age 5
“Dad your eyes are like Turtle Voice”. We both asked
what he meant. He said it’s a colour “Turtle Voice”!

sara tarral, age 5
Mummy: Who told you that?
Sara: Nobody, it came from my head, a hole opened
up just here and it just came out, like that, see?
After I refused to put another cartoon on the
television, Sara
informed me “I don’t love you anymore and I’ll
never let you come into my room to tidy up again!”
Sara when she nearly fell over her doll, “oh bother,
I nearly iced my friend”.
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